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Huskies Come Home

At a press conference on June 27 in Madison Square Garden many Huskies got the news they’d been waiting for: UConn is back in the Big East. A founding member of the conference 40 years ago, UConn won 80 conference championships in its 34 years there. Rivalries renewed include Georgetown, Marquette, Providence College, Seton Hall, St. John’s, and Villanova.
THE SHAPE OF STORRS
This geology professor believes that Storrs is Storrs and UConn because Horsebarn Hill is Horsebarn Hill. By Robert Thorson

I, AM, OUTRAGED.
Why fake news catches fire and spreads so quickly on social media. An excerpt from the newly published “Know-It-All Society.” By Michael Patrick Lynch

THE WAIT IS OVER
Bongi Magubane ’76 (CLAS) is determined to fix the Connecticut DMV. By Rand Richards Cooper

TINY
The Lilliputian Landscapes of Judy (Hall) Robinson-Cox ’71 (SFA) shine a spotlight on small. By Catherine Newman

OUR STONEHENGE
If you spend any time on Horsebarn Hill — and who doesn’t? — you’ve likely seen our cover artist Blanche Serban. She is out there every day creating “a pictorial calendar” of 365 HBH paintings.

The plein air piece is vital to the project, says Serban. “Being outside, you get ideas, watching the light.” Like right now, she says, she is painting against the light.

“The sun is exactly where it shouldn’t be if you’re playing by the rules. But it makes for an interesting subject this way.”

Serban came to the U.S. from Bucharest, Romania, in 1996 to get her graduate degree — in psychology — at Syracuse. That’s where she met her husband Blair Johnson, now a UConn Board of Trustees Distinguished Professor of Psychology. He stuck with psychology and she turned her lifetime passion for painting into her profession. They have two daughters, the youngest of whom is a senior in high school. Typically, both mom and dad travel a lot to professional workshops and the like. But, says Serban, “I made the decision not to travel this year, until her graduation.” So the idea to paint Horsebarn Hill in person 365 days popped into her head.

There are a lot of things that attract her to this particular subject. One is “the sky. You really get to see the sky. It’s like our Stonehenge. You get to see the sunrise and sunset and the eclipses.” She remembers bringing her kids here when they were little for solar and lunar eclipses. And exploring one place opens up possibilities for another. She says, “The constraint forces you to get out of a groove and see the same subject with new eyes, in a new light.” Will it get old? “No, I am an artist. I can always see something new.”

So far Serban has painted lots of Hill landscapes, as well as a huge fox that wandered into the frame one morning (“at first I thought someone had left their golden retriever”), a couple walking the path, deer leaping through the valley (“so high they could have jumped over me”), even a solstice. “A couple of days ago I was in the new parking area at the Dairy Bar and I painted my reflection on a car.”

People see her out here and tell her they can’t believe how much she paints. “This is nothing,” she tells me. “I do this and then I go home and do studio work for eight hours. It’s a discipline that takes practice and work — like any other job.”
LETTERS

Greeks came out in full force to welcome UConn’s newest president. We’re talking, of course, about the nation and not the nation of fraternities. Many readers were captivated by Thomas Katsouleas’s Greek origins and tales of summers spent swimming off those coasts. These days @PrezTomKat, as he’s known on Twitter, can be found swimming laps at the just-opened Student Rec Center (see page 28 for more on that topic). And please:

Get in touch! Email me at lisa.stiepock@uconn.edu or post on our website at magazine.uconn.edu.

The Next Wave

» I received my masters in chemical engineering from UConn and we both are Greek citizens, so I look forward to meeting President Katsouleas. Juan Nicolaidis ’75 MS, Judibana, Venezuela, South America, via e-mail

» Tell the new boss he’s about an hour and a half away from Matunuck, Rhode Island, home of the best reef break on the East Coast. I’ll keep an eye peeled for the guy with the upside-down Jonathan logo on his fin. Go Huskies! Lee Fontaine ’88 MBA, Wakefield, R.I., via e-mail

100 and Counting

» It was great catching up with Col. Morton Katz in the summer issue. I joined the 411th Civil Affairs in June of 1962, after receiving my commission through ROTC. Col. Katz was one of the best commanders I served under in my 27-plus years. May he have many more years! Alan Glaubinger ’62 (BUS) Louisville, Kentucky, via e-mail

» Thank you Loretta for this great story of a truly great American! Mr. Katz is a genuine role model, particularly for our four sons, all of whom attended UConn — two are still there and our eldest is in medical school. Mike McGlone, Weston, Conn., via our website

Tom’s Trivia

» I did not think the answer to #3 could have been C (that in the late ’50s UConn Storrs would be used as the state capital in the event of a nuclear attack). Although the Wilbur Cross Highway was in place in 1958, the Route 195 connector between Route 32 and (then) U.S. 44-A had not been built. The logistics alone of moving everything from Hartford to Storrs would have been quite an undertaking. Then again, strange schemes by our state government didn’t start in the 21st century. I always look forward to the trivia questions even though (like most) I was only on campus for a few years. Keep ‘em coming. Carl Robbins ’72 (CLAS), Hamden, Conn., via our website

The Fortunate Ones?

» I belong to an organization called Friends of Pleasant Bay on Cape Cod, and we have sponsored research about, and harvesting of, horseshoe crabs. Although I have followed those studies, I learned a great deal from this article. Thanks for a great magazine. Roy Terwilliger ’58 (MS), Harwich, Mass., via e-mail

A team of UConn students traveled to Africa to climb Mt. Kilimanjaro this summer with Choose A Challenge USA after raising $65,000 for Make-A-Wish CT. Everyone, meet Charlie the Fish, our newest resident of Towers.

Were you one of almost 1,100 (!!!) students to attend the annual Sunset Yoga on Horsebarn Hill event last week? Everyone, meet Charlie the Fish, our newest resident of Towers.

Just moved in the second-of-fish-al mascot of UConn Nation. Everyone, meet Charlie the Fish, our newest resident of Towers.

Photo by Peter Morenus

Forward Yamille Brassillard ’21 from Valley Stream, New York, sends the ball flying on the way to a 3–1 rout of Boston University in early September at Dillon Stadium in Hartford’s South End. UConn men’s and women’s soccer teams are temporarily playing at the newly renovated multipurpose facility, which is home to the Hartford Athletic of the United Soccer League, while they await completion of Joseph J. Morrone Stadium at the Rizza Family Soccer Complex in Storrs. Play is slated to pick up there for the 2020 season.
CHECKING IN WITH...

**MIDTOWN FUNK**

From a European tour to Madison Square Garden, the Funky Dawgz Brass Band is on a serious roll. And it all started as a one-credit class at UConn.

“The traveled with the pep band to New Orleans for the women’s basketball championship in 2004 and saw these brass bands on the street,” says [Marvin McNeill ’97 MM](https://www.jazzhford.org), then assistant director for the UConn marching band. “I was inspired. Maybe one day we could start that up here.” No wonder he felt optimistic — UConn defeated Tennessee for the title that week.

“Only years later did we have the right group of students in the marching band that I thought could pull it off. I sent them an email, described the idea for the brass band, and sent links to some YouTube videos,” says McNeill, now trombonist for the Funky Dawgz and the only member outside the Millennial generation. “Plus, I came up with the name,” he adds, “even the logo.”

The Dawgz started practicing weekly, as a one-credit class. Tenor saxophonist [Tommy Weeks ’13 (SFA)](https://www.jazzhford.org) remembers their first show at von der Mehden recital hall on campus. The crowd loved it, jumping out of their seats and dancing. “Our first show off campus was at the Arch Street Tavern in Hartford,” says Weeks. “Soon after that, we played Pub 32 and the place was so packed they couldn’t let people in. That was when they knew they had something special.

**Tracking**

Then things really started to escalate: Two videos went semi-viral: a February 2014 tracking of the title song from the movie *Baywatch* and an April 2015 cover of “Uptown Funk!” by Bruno Mars. Between those, a cover of Beyoncé’s “Crazy in Love” and “Get Lucky” by Daft Punk and Pharrell Williams and an April 2015 cover of the song “The Freshmen” by the band Dispatch inspired. Maybe one day we could start that up here. “No wonder he felt optimistic — UConn defeated Tennessee for the title that week.”

**From a European tour to Madison Square Garden, the Funky Dawgz Brass Band is on a serious roll. And it all started as a one-credit class at UConn.**

In March 2017, Funky Dawgz played Florida’s Okeechobee Music and Arts Festival, which attracted such major acts that year as Usher and The Roots. Their sophomore album “Place 2 Be” was released in September 2017. And a 2018 European tour took them to England, Ireland, and Spain. Through all the upward momentum, they never became set in their ways — including when it came to membership. When trombone and sousaphone player [Mike Marsters ’16 (SFA)](https://www.jazzhford.org) saw the Dawgz at an ice cream social on campus, he approached McNeill and asked to join. “Absolutely,” said the frontman. “I was only a freshman at the time,” says Marsters, “performing with all these juniors, seniors, and even a professor. People would ask how I joined the band — because I asked!”

**From a European tour to Madison Square Garden, the Funky Dawgz Brass Band is on a serious roll. And it all started as a one-credit class at UConn.**

**Tracking**

Then things really started to escalate: Two videos went semi-viral: a February 2014 cover of Beyoncé’s “Crazy in Love” and “Get Lucky” by Daft Punk and Pharrell Williams and an April 2015 cover of the song “The Freshmen” by the band Dispatch inspired. Maybe one day we could start that up here.” No wonder he felt optimistic — UConn defeated Tennessee for the title that week.

**From a European tour to Madison Square Garden, the Funky Dawgz Brass Band is on a serious roll. And it all started as a one-credit class at UConn.**

The band topped out at 10 members, but is down to a core of six or seven since the student members all graduat-ed around the mid-2010s. The biggest challenge now is coordinating rehears-als with members in every corner of Connecticut instead of all on campus.

**Hometown heroes**

They get together for more than just practices. Funky Dawgz Brass Brand Camp, created with the nonprofit Spread Music Now, is an after-school and summer program that provides instruments and music instruction for Hartford elementary and high school students who might not otherwise be able to afford them. Band instruments can be cool! You don’t necessarily have to play the traditional music;” says alto saxophon-ist [Colin Walters ’14 (SFA)](https://www.jazzhford.org). “It’s a way to take what we’ve learned and inspire other students to pick up instruments.

Funky Dawgz has performed at Hartford Jazzfest this summer, as well as with the archipelago of jazz festivals in the state and in the Northeast. The end goal is to become full-time professional touring musicians,” says [trombonist Jon Singngam ’13 (CLAS)](https://www.jazzhford.org), noting they each hold day jobs at the moment. “There’s a big bus somewhere with our name on the side.”

After college, most college bands grow apart,” says Singngam, but since UConn, “we’ve only grown closer.”

**After college, most college bands grow apart,” says [Malcolm Singngam ’13 (CLAS)](https://www.jazzhford.org), noting they each hold day jobs at the moment. “There’s a big bus somewhere with our name on the side.”**

Next up

Where do they go from here?

“The final goal is to become full-time professional touring musicians,” says [trombonist Jon Singngam ’13 (CLAS)](https://www.jazzhford.org), noting they each hold day jobs at the moment. “There’s a big bus somewhere with our name on the side.”

**“The final goal is to become full-time professional touring musicians,” says [trombonist Jon Singngam ’13 (CLAS)](https://www.jazzhford.org), noting they each hold day jobs at the moment. “There’s a big bus somewhere with our name on the side.”**

At Hartford Jazzfest this summer left to right: Jeremy Boscure ’19 (ENG), Aaron Bakley ’14 (ENG), Singngam, Walters, Marsters, and McNeill.

**At Hartford Jazzfest this summer left to right: Jeremy Boscure ’19 (ENG), Aaron Bakley ’14 (ENG), Singngam, Walters, Marsters, and McNeill.**
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UCONN NOW

On why vaccines should become a policy issue:

“There are so many other things in society that could be a personal decision, but for the good of society we make them a legal decision: like wearing a seatbelt.”

Jeanette Y. Wick, professor of pharmacy, Pharmacy Times, July 4, 2019

On discovering that walnuts could help ward off ulcerative colitis:

“We are hoping that we’ll be able to determine the active compounds — nutrients, phytochemicals — in walnuts that cause protection.”

Daniel Rosenberg, professor of genetics and genome sciences, Consumer Affairs, Aug. 13, 2019

On her study showing that regular aerobic exercise lowers blood pressure an average of five to seven points:

“Imagine if an individual with overweight/obesity lost five to seven pounds after a single bout of exercise?”

Amanda Zaleski, postdoctoral fellow in kinesiology, Medicine News Line, July 1, 2019

On seeing a wrecksfish eat a shark off the coast of South Carolina:

“This rare and startling event leaves us with more questions than answers, but such is the nature of scientific exploration.”

Peter Auster, research professor emeritus, Fox News, July 8, 2019

On research that says global tree restoration could erase 100 years of carbon emissions:

“If we don’t make fundamental changes, conditions for humanity will only get worse. Reforestation can solve a lot of problems.”

Robin Chazdon, professor of ecology and evolutionary biology, National Geographic, July 4, 2019

On why vaccines should become a policy issue:

“There are so many other things in society that could be a personal decision, but for the good of society we make them a legal decision: like wearing a seatbelt.”

Jeanette Y. Wick, professor of pharmacy, Pharmacy Times, July 4, 2019

On discovering that walnuts could help ward off ulcerative colitis:

“We are hoping that we’ll be able to determine the active compounds — nutrients, phytochemicals — in walnuts that cause protection.”
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On her study showing that regular aerobic exercise lowers blood pressure an average of five to seven points:

“Imagine if an individual with overweight/obesity lost five to seven pounds after a single bout of exercise?”

Amanda Zaleski, postdoctoral fellow in kinesiology, Medicine News Line, July 1, 2019

On seeing a wrecksfish eat a shark off the coast of South Carolina:

“This rare and startling event leaves us with more questions than answers, but such is the nature of scientific exploration.”

Peter Auster, research professor emeritus, Fox News, July 8, 2019

On research that says global tree restoration could erase 100 years of carbon emissions:

“If we don’t make fundamental changes, conditions for humanity will only get worse. Reforestation can solve a lot of problems.”

Robin Chazdon, professor of ecology and evolutionary biology, National Geographic, July 4, 2019
Associate professor-in-residence in finance, Paul Gilson grew up in the Thames River town of Gravesend, 20 miles east of London, and earned a degree in mathematics at Georgia Institute of Technology. Having looked at “all the fun she was having” and enrolled at Georgia Tech. For his dissertation, he applied game theory to the interactions between entrepreneurs and the venture capitalists who fund them.

“If I’m an investor in Apple, I’m one of millions,” he explains. “It’s very diffuse. But in a start-up business, the shareholder structure is blurry. You’ve got a founder who has a different opinion than an investor. Coalitions become important. I use game theory to understand those relationships and convert lumpiness to relative strength.”

Gilson is the academic director of the undergraduate finance major and serves as the department’s honors advisor. Since 2016 he also has been a faculty mentor to the Student Managed Fund, the nearly $6 million investment portfolio directed by teams of undergraduate and graduate students. “The SMF,” he proudly notes, “usually outperforms the market.”

**Class Description:**
A popular undergraduate business school elective, FNCE 4306 examines the roles played by financial institutions in the global economy. In addition to traditional banks and insurance companies, the class looks at the shadow banking system of private capital, such as hedge funds and private equity. Students expand their knowledge of capital markets beyond the stock market, learn the role of money in the economy, and are introduced to new types of investments, such as credit derivatives. These ideas are seen in the context of financial institutions, with a focus on risk measurement and management.

“Students get their hands dirty with real data,” Gilson says. “They find what’s going on in the world outside the classroom, what’s going on in the markets, what the yield curve is telling us, what the Federal Reserve is doing. Each class begins with a discussion on some current topic on the Bloomberg screen.”

In group projects, students might act as bond traders who are specifically not investing for the long term, or they might put together portfolios of cryptocurrencies and then use up-to-the-minute data to estimate how much risk the portfolio contains. “What is market risk?” Gilson asks. “Market risk is how much money you lose if tomorrow’s a bad day, and things go pear shaped. That’s market risk.”

**Gilson’s Teaching Style:**
“I don’t like textbooks,” he says. “I tend not to use them.” Instead, he pulls together readings from sources that students will actually use when they go to work—financial industry newsletters, Barron’s, Bloomberg. He also regularly surveys former students for feedback on what they do in their jobs. “I ask them, What skills are useful? What do they wish they had known? I try to incorporate those insights into my classes. The material is always updating, because we are in a dynamic world.”

The real-world approach, he believes, resonates with the many students who take Financial Services right around the time they’re going into their job searches. “The skills they learn are applicable to many different institutions and jobs in the financial services industry.”

Another classroom winner: funny stories about money. “Students love those,” Gilson says. Like the time he tried to play defense against market turmoil by acquiring options on Intel, then losing track of the expiration date. He wound up with a big chunk of stock he never intended to buy and a nice letter from the SEC saying, “Don’t ever do that again.”

The real-world approach, he believes, resonates with the many students who take Financial Services right around the time they’re going into their job searches. “The skills they learn are applicable to many different institutions and jobs in the financial services industry.”

Another classroom winner: funny stories about money. “Students love those,” Gilson says. Like the time he tried to play defense against market turmoil by acquiring options on Intel, then losing track of the expiration date. He wound up with a big chunk of stock he never intended to buy and a nice letter from the SEC saying, “Don’t ever do that again.”

**Class Description:**
A popular undergraduate business school elective, FNCE 4306 examines the roles played by financial institutions in the global economy. In addition to traditional banks and insurance companies, the class looks at the shadow banking system of private capital, such as hedge funds and private equity. Students expand their knowledge of capital markets beyond the stock market, learn the role of money in the economy, and are introduced to new types of investments, such as credit derivatives. These ideas are seen in the context of financial institutions, with a focus on risk measurement and management.

“Students get their hands dirty with real data,” Gilson says. “They find what’s going on in the world outside the classroom, what’s going on in the markets, what the yield curve is telling us, what the Federal Reserve is doing. Each class begins with a discussion on some current topic on the Bloomberg screen.”

In group projects, students might act as bond traders who are specifically not investing for the long term, or they might put together portfolios of cryptocurrencies and then use up-to-the-minute data to estimate how much risk the portfolio contains. “What is market risk?” Gilson asks. “Market risk is how much money you lose if tomorrow’s a bad day, and things go pear shaped. That’s market risk.”

**Gilson’s Teaching Style:**
“I don’t like textbooks,” he says. “I tend not to use them.” Instead, he pulls together readings from sources that students will actually use when they go to work—financial industry news-letters, Barron’s, Bloomberg. He also regularly surveys former students for feedback on what they do in their jobs. “I ask them, What skills are useful? What do they wish they had known? I try to incorporate those insights into my classes. The material is always updating, because we are in a dynamic world.”

The real-world approach, he believes, resonates with the many students who take Financial Services right around the time they’re going into their job searches. “The skills they learn are applicable to many different institutions and jobs in the financial services industry.”

Another classroom winner: funny stories about money. “Students love those,” Gilson says. Like the time he tried to play defense against market turmoil by acquiring options on Intel, then losing track of the expiration date. He wound up with a big chunk of stock he never intended to buy and a nice letter from the SEC saying, “Don’t ever do that again.”

When this photograph was taken in 1995, the “world wide web” was still in its early days, and UConn students like the one pictured here had plenty of questions about it. Today, the University is blanketed with Wi-Fi service that brings the internet to faculty, staff, students, and visitors—and they don’t even need to find a telephone jack. —TOM BREEN ’00 (CLAS)
THE CLASS OF 2023

From 35 countries

39,000 total applications for UConn Class of 2023 — 3 times as many as 10 years ago

1/3

members of Learning Communities including 500 in the Honors Program

176

valedictorians and salutatorians

41%

students of color

3,650 incoming freshmen at Storrs

1,296 average SAT score
The four Keet sisters were UConn undergraduates in 1969; they gathered at Mirror Lake this summer. 50 years later, so the magazine could re-create this historic photo (in both pics it's Nancy in the driver's seat, then, clockwise, Mary Lou, Eileen, and Christine).

Meet the Keet sisters. When the Keets Meet the Keets MEETS THE UCONN MAG Four Corners where Cumberland Farms is now, for casual suppers. And, of course, the Dairy Bar figures prominently in their stories.

Many of their memories are personal and reflect their close relationship. Christine says she still has the gold Husky charm her sisters gave her when she turned 18 in October of her freshman year, and Mary Lou remembers the opal earrings given to her by Nancy when they were the only sisters on campus. “She bought them in a little store that no longer exists — probably where Storrs Center is now — but I remember loving them,” she says.

In addition to the quality family time, they all made good use of their time in UConn’s classrooms as well. Mary Lou majored in French and went on to a 35-year career as a French teacher at Avon High School. Eileen taught in elementary schools in Franklin and Hebron, and also had a home daycare business. Nancy majored in geography and became the executive director of the USDA’s New Haven – Middlesex County Farm Service Agency, and Christine used her degree in clothing, textiles and related arts (then in the School of Home Economics) to work in retail interior design services.

The four remain devoted followers of UConn sports. Mary Lou, Christine, and Eileen all claim women’s basketball star Ann Rizzotti ’96 (CLAS) as their favorite athlete of all time. For Nancy, it’s Wes Bialouskinia, who was a star on the men’s basketball team from 1964 to 1967.

“One year our mother put almost 50,000 miles on the car, most of it from driving us back and forth from campus to our home in Waterbury or to our family’s cottage in Rhode Island,” says Christine. “We loved UConn and we also loved being with our family.”

“As it turns out, the sisters ended up enrolled for two consecutive years — and were enrolled at the same time during the 1968-69 academic year — was a first for UConn.

For a longtime marketer like Finazzo, launching the Impossible Burger is like getting to play in the World Series. Which reminds us of another sporting event earlier this year where BK got in the game by creating a Super Bowl ad with nothing but footage of Andy Warhol eating a Whopper.

“Core to our DNA is being a bold challenger brand,” says Finazzo, who’s held six other positions at BK since coming to the company from Macy’s, where he was manager, customer strategy and intelligence. Finazzo says his marketing passion was ignited at UConn, citing becoming the American Marketing Association chapter here as a watershed moment. “Up until that point I’d never been in any leadership roles,” he says.

“Tasked with being the president of the association meant having to organize an agenda, think about how we wanted to run it, and ultimately what we wanted to accomplish. That was one of the first times I had been put in that position. I think that really feeds who I am and how I think about building a business and an organization today.”

An even larger key to him is the network the school provided. In fact, when he was thinking about making the Home of the Whopper his own home, it was the input of an old Husky floormate, Ryan Krieger ’05 (BUS), that was influential in his decision to join.

So far, so good on the new whopper. But will this even be their last big marketing play of the year as winter beckons?

“Tasked with being the president of the association meant having to organize an agenda, think about how we wanted to run it, and ultimately what we wanted to accomplish. That was one of the first times I had been put in that position. I think that really feeds who I am and how I think about building a business and an organization today.”

An even larger key to him is the network the school provided. In fact, when he was thinking about making the Home of the Whopper his own home, it was the input of an old Husky floormate, Ryan Krieger ’05 (BUS), that was influential in his decision to join.

So far, so good on the new whopper. But will this even be their last big marketing play of the year as winter beckons? Says Finazzo, nothing’s impossible.

WHERE’S THE BEEF?

WHERE’S THE BEEF? Burger King’s Impossible Whopper isn’t aimed at the demographic you think it is, says Christopher Finazzo ’04 (CLAS), who this year became president of Burger King Corporation, Americas, just as the company was poised to roll out this meatless patty.

“While the burger is plant-based, it’s not just for vegetarians,” he says. “It appeals to what are called flexitarians — around 90% of people who eat plant-based burgers also eat meat.” And the financials were real, he says, citing the plant-based market holding a $4 billion-plus marketplace.

Still, messing with beloved products can be risky. Remember New Coke? Unless Burger King wanted late night TV hosts to have a field day with the Impossible, they had to feel success wasn’t exactly that, says Finazzo.

“We did a routine market test back in April of this year, and the market test alone generated around 10 billion total media impressions and it was actually one of the most talked about moments on Twitter for us as a brand that we’ve ever had,” he says.

For a longtime marketer like Finazzo, launching the Impossible Burger is like getting to play in the World Series.
When Berk Alpay ’21 (ENG, CLAS) mentions the future, he’s not talking about what he’s going to have for dinner (Hint: Chang’s Garden on Route 195 has been a favorite since he was a kid) or what courses he’d like to take next semester. Not even what his plans are for after he graduates with a dual degree in computer science and math, although he briefly mentions a Ph.D. and a career in research.

No, when Alpay talks about the future, he’s talking about the role of artificial intelligence (AI) and how our lives may change in the coming decades.

For some of us, AI may sound like a scary proposition. Not so much for Alpay. He’s intrigued by the possibilities while urging us to take precautions in developing new AI systems.

“Right now in its current form, AI is pretty docile. But I do think that if some key steps occur, they will have a huge impact. I don’t know exactly what they could be. But for instance, if someone found a way to increase a machine’s intelligence and whenever the machine takes a step it gets more intelligent — and this could go on indefinitely — there will be no stopping it, and everything will change.”

He makes this statement in a matter of fact way that piques our curiosity, rather than scaring us silly.

This South Windsor native is a 2019 Goldwater Scholar, one of the nation’s premier scholarships for undergraduates studying math, natural sciences, and engineering. He was also a Holter Scholar in 2018. This is a highly selective enrichment opportunity for first-year Honors Program students that promotes independent research during the summer following a student’s freshman year. Alpay’s project was Thunderstorm Damage Prediction Using Deep Learning, an effort supported by Eversource Energy and UConn’s partnership to help predict — and counter — the paths of storm damage.

And this past summer he had an internship at the Fritz Haber Institute of the Max Planck Society in Berlin, Germany, where he focused on data-driven prediction of crystal structure properties in binary and inorganic compounds.

What exactly does that mean? We asked him, along with a few other questions.

You spent time on the UConn Storrs campus before enrolling here because your father S. Pamir Alpay is a professor of materials science and the associate dean of engineering. Did anything surprise you when you actually started as a freshman?

Everything! I lived in honors housing and I was so surprised at how smart everyone was. Some people were just brilliant. I was impressed by everyone’s thirst for knowledge and interest in research, even as freshmen.

Your parents came to the United States from Turkey. In Turkish, the name Alpay means “stouthearted, brave, chivalrous, dareddevil, and gallant.” Berk means “solid, strong.” That’s a lot to live up to! On a scale of 1 to 5 — with 5 being “not so much” and 6 being “exactly right” — where would you place yourself? Were your parents accurate in choosing your name?

(Laughing) I’m not sure I want to give myself a rank, but I think of myself as someone with a strong character. I’m a firm believer in human kindness and compassion, and I try to bring this perspective to my everyday life.

What about academics? Favorite courses? Favorite teachers?

I loved Big Data Analytics with Professor Raj [Board of Trustees Distin-
guished Professor and department head of computer science and engi-
neering Santhvaraj Rajasekaran]. And at South Windsor High School, it was Mrs. Devassy in AP calculus. Until I took that class, I really didn’t like math — but after calculus, I loved it. She was such a great teacher, and that class changed my way of thinking. Now I’m a math major with a statistics minor.

When you’re not studying or working, what do you do in your spare time?

I like to read and I’ve always been into science fiction. I like weird authors! Heinlein, Clarke, and Asimov (Robert, Arthur, and Isaac) and I also like Kurt Vonnegut even though he isn’t strictly speaking a science fiction writer. I grew up reading about ideas, thinking about the future — the dangers — what could go right or wrong.

What would surprise people to learn about you?

I love music. I played the viola in high school and now I play guitar and piano. I like Muse and ABBA a lot, and thanks to my father’s influence, I’m getting into John Mayer’s music.

Okay, so what is the point of predicting crystal structure properties in compounds? The short answer!

Once these properties are established, we can infer how a material composed of a compound behaves and, therefore, whether the material would suit a given application in industry, such as for turbine blades or semiconductors in electronics.

We decided to track down Alpay’s calc-
ulus teacher at South Windsor High, Marianne Devassy-Schwab ’90 (CLAS), to see how she remembers him.

“First, I’m so happy to hear Berk is doing so well. I knew he’d be a super-
star! It made me laugh when you said he enjoyed our class, as his was the rowdiest AP calc class I have ever had in 26 years of teaching. It was quite fun though.

“As far as what kind of student Berk was or what stood out most about him, it was his reaction after asking a question. He would very calmly ask a high-level question, and after I would give him my best theoretical answer I could almost see the wheels turning in that amazing brain of his. He would ponder my answer and then fully un-
derstand and respond with a confident nod. He was not only so smart but an amazing teacher to other students in the class too. He is a memorable stu-
dent of mine for all good reasons!”

—SHEILA FORAN ’85 (BGS), ’96 PHIL

For more on how this study was conducted and what’s next, visit s.uchannel.edu/sicklecell.

BERK ALPAY ’21 (ENG, CLAS)

SICKLE CELL DRUG SHOWS PROMISE

An investigational drug for the treat-
ment of sickle cell disease is showing early promise in clinical trials for impacting biomarkers of the disease in patients, reported UConn School of Medicine researchers at the Euro-
pean Hematology Association Con-
gress in Amsterdam this summer.

The drug IMR-687 was shown to reduce both the sickling of red blood cells and blood vessel blockages, the two major culprits that lead to sickle cell disease’s debilitating pain, organ damage, and early mortality of patients — who have an average life expectancy of 40 years.

After 13 weeks of testing in its cur-
rent clinical trial, the orally adminis-
tered, once-a-day phosphodiesterase 9 (PDE9) inhibitor in adult patients with sickle cell disease is demonstr-
ating tolerability and the ability to impact both red and white blood cell biomarkers of the disease, says Bree Andemariam, lead investigator for the clinical trial, associate professor of medicine at UConn School of Medicine, and director of the New England Sickle Cell Institute at UConn Health.

“These initial Phase 2a data demonstrate the potential of IMR-
687 to significantly impact key biomarkers associated with the pa-
thology of this serious disease,” she says. More clinical data is expected to be shared later this year.

“We are so proud of the efforts of the clinical and research staff at UConn Health who have been vital to the success of this clinical trial so far, always putting first the high-quality care and future health of sickle cell patients,” says Ande-
mariam.
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resting the wooded hill on Highway 195, we began our southerly descent into Storrs. Abruptly, our eastern horizon expanded to reveal the gracefully curved profile of Horsebarn Hill. That smooth silhouette, that whaleback shape, that green ellipse is the single most beautiful thing on the UConn campus. That’s what I decided during my first visit to Storrs, which I made to interview for the professorship I still hold. Within a month, I would be uprooting my Alaskan family to teach at a red-brick university with the most beautiful skyline in New England. During the decades to come, Horsebarn Hill would become my topographic tonic. When life got rough, its sweeping curve smoothed out my sharp edges. When I felt down, its high profile lifted my mood. When I felt confined, the panoramic view from its summit reminded me that I’m surrounded by a vast expanse of rural woodland beauty. Today, Horsebarn Hill lies beneath a blanket of atmosphere. My sights and sounds are of clouds, birds, breezes, and cattle making milk for Dairy Bar ice cream. Yet scarcely 20,000 years ago, that same hill lay beneath a blanket of glacial ice sliding southward. My only sight would have been of perpetual darkness. My only sounds would have been mechanical—the grinding, crushing, scraping, and shattering of rock residues being pulverized, and the smearing noises of a landform being shaped by glacial erosion. These cold dark acts of creation gave rise to the rich moist soils and smooth slopes that attracted pioneering farm families of the late 17th century to settle here, and the farm educators of the late 19th century to plant the seeds of UConn Nation. Horsebarn Hill symbolizes that creation story, making it my candidate for UConn’s most essential icon. It overlooked the birthing ceremony of Storrs Agricultural School in 1881 and overlooks our great university today. The gilded cupola of Wilbur Cross (1939) marked our metamorphosis into a liberal arts university, and the silver dome of Gampel Pavilion (1990) marked our emergence as an athletic dynasty. Both are splendid icons. But let’s not forget that these architectural achievements came much later and were built on the same stuff from which Horsebarn Hill was made. Being a teacher, I know that when learning something challenging, it helps to kick-start the process with something simple. So, before I get down to the nitty-gritty of UConn’s creation story, I’ll offer a parallel example from America’s Deep South. During the U.S. presidential elections in 2016, an anomalous swath of blue Democratic counties supporting Hillary Clinton curved through a red sea of Republican counties supporting Donald Trump. Though this anomaly puzzled political scientists sifting through surface data, the geoscientists went down into their earthly cellar to find an answer. This so-called “black belt” of politics was the statistical expression of a demography dominated by African American voters, which was a historical legacy of early 19th century chattel slavery, which aligned with a belt of soils perfectly suited to cotton, which developed on a black belt of marine shale deposited about 75 million years ago when sea level was much higher than it is today. Modern American politics traces back—step by step—into deep time. A similar linkage of historical contingencies took place in Storrs. But instead of a black belt of clay-rich Confederate soil ideal for cotton plantations, we had a rolling gray patch of loamy Yankee soil ideal for the growth of grass, the anchor for New England’s agricultural economy. Grass is what livestock graze upon in open pastures; it is the hay cut for winter fodder and the cereal grain we grind to make our daily bread out of corn, rye, wheat, oats, or barley. UConn’s brotherly benefactors Charles and Augustus Storrs donated the farm on which our main campus would
grow. Their bucolic childhood landscape was lovingly described in general terms by the Reverend Timothy Dwight’s “Travels in New England and New York” (1820). When reading every page of this three-volume doormat 20 years ago, I discovered why such land was so prized:

The hills of this country and of New England at large, are perfectly suited to the production of grass. They are moist to their summits. Water is everywhere found on them at a less depth than in the valleys or on the plains. I attribute the peculiar moisture of these grounds to the stratum lying immediately under the soil, which throughout a great part of this country is what is here called the hardpan.

The hills Dwight refers to are mainly drumlins, a Gaelic word for “rounded hill.” They’re moist enough to sustain good pasture during drought, fertile enough to sustain drought, fertile enough to sustain demanding crops, and smooth enough to allow easy access in every direction. This smoothness is what makes Horsebarn Hill a popular sledding destination. And for a while there was even downhill skiing. When on field trips, my students interpret its derelict towrope as evidence for climate change.

The earliest aerial and hilltop photos of UConn — some, like the one shown at right, taken from biplanes with cloth wings — reveal that the historic campus lay within a cluster of rounded hills cast from the same mold and aligned in the same direction as Horsebarn Hill. Our first large campus building — the wood-framed Old Main (1890) — was perched on the crest of one of these low, streamlined eminences. Surrounding it were rolling pastures crisscrossed by fieldstone walls. Our first large, red-brick building, Storrs Hall (1906), was aligned with the southeasterly glacial grain, initiating a layout grid for future buildings parallel and perpendicular to the rake of the ice.

UConn’s Great Lawn, which sweeps uphill from Highway 195, is the eastern flank of a formerly rounded ridge — its
During the decades to come, Horsebarn Hill would become my topographic tonic. When life got rough, its sweeping curve smoothed out my sharp edges. When I felt down, its high profile lifted my mood.”

crest was flattened for Beach and Gulley halls and the Family Studies Building. During my pedestrian commute, I walk up and down that hillside between home and office, seldom failing to give thanks to its icy maker.

Dwight’s hardpan is what we now call till, a Scottish word for a “kind of coarse and obdurate land.” Actually, it’s a special type called lodgment till, a sediment pasted to the land like crunchy peanut butter being smeared on a firm piece of bread. In the glacial case, the material being smeared was a stiff mixture of pulverized rock and uncrushed fragments (the crunchy bits) being lodged to the land surface under great pressure by slowly moving ice. In Connecticut, thick patches of lodgment till are generally restricted to the rounded hills decorating elevated plateaus. Our state’s most extensive patches create especially scenic inland towns like Litchfield and Woodstock.

In 1698, the founding patriarch of UConn Nation, Samuel Storrs, pioneered one of those plateaus on the drainage divide between the Fenton and Willimantic rivers. Having emigrated from Nottinghamshire, England, in 1663 to the dry, sandy, lowland soils of Barnstable, Massachusetts, Sam eventually picked up and moved to the largest patch of lodgment till in a wilderness that would soon become the town of Mansfield. Generation after generation of his family practiced an agricultural economy that historians call mixed husbandry. I prefer the term livestock tillage because it’s gender neutral, free from any suggestions of bigamy, and it emphasizes grass-fed livestock via pasturing and hay-making for cattle, sheep, and horses, and the tillage of grass for cereal grains.

To a garden shovel, lodgment till replies with a firm thud, often accompanied by a clank of stone. Like pottery clay fresh from the package, the till is weak enough to have been molded by passing ice into a smooth mathematical curve but strong enough to withstand thousands of years of gully erosion. Till soils keep pastures verdant, even through the dog days of August. Rain and snowmelt soak easily through the root-stirred topsoil but are blocked from infiltrating down to the water table by hardpan at shallow depth. The soil is loamy enough to retain copious water for plant roots, and highly fertile because it contains billions of crushed mineral grains that release and bind nutrients for plant growth.

When I moved to New England from Alaska, UConn met all three of my geographic job search criteria in ways that other universities and colleges could not. I wanted to live north of the glacial border, accessible to the ocean, and at some distance from the nearest metropolis. Storrs met all three criteria, the last being the most restrictive. Though nearly perfect for livestock tillage, the features of this rolling plateau deterred urbanization. It was too high, too inland, too far from natural transportation corridors, and its streams were too small to power industrial mills.

The result was a rural patch of good grazing surrounded by rougher, rockier, more steeply sloping soils. In 1698, this inland island attracted a pioneering English yeoman and his family. In 1881, their successful descendants created Storrs Agricultural School. In 1893, that school was upgraded with federal funds to become the state’s land grant institution, Storrs Agricultural College. In 1899, that name was broadened to reflect the new statewide mission, becoming Connecticut Agricultural College. In 1899, that name was broadened to reflect the new statewide mission, becoming Connecticut Agricultural College. By 1939, after four decades of construction and growth, the college’s name was broadened to the University of Connecticut. Since then, its enrollment, mission, and geographic breadth have gone global. That success traces back — step by step — into deep time.

Given the frenetic pace of cultural and environmental change today, it is hard to believe that Horsebarn Hill, less than a century ago, was one of a cluster of streamlined hills on a pasture campus crisscrossed by fieldstone walls. Since then, the walls have been hauled away into oblivion, and the hills flattened to make room for the masonry buildings, lawns, and paths of our beautiful, historic campus. Yet throughout it all, Horsebarn Hill remained largely untouched. Its graceful sky-line curve and its ornament of old fieldstone walls symbolize the creation story of UConn Nation and the almost magical substance from which it was made.

Professor Thorson would like to note that he penned this love letter to Horsebarn Hill in celebration of the new Department of Geosciences in UConn’s College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. Want to dig deeper into the subject? Visit s.uconn.edu/hill
I. Am. Outraged.

Why fake news catches fire and spreads so quickly on social media

When we share media stories online we are sharing information we believe and/or endorse, right? Wrong. First, studies show we do not read what we are sharing. Second, they show that we do share content that gets people riled up. Research has found that the best predictor of sharing is strong emotions — both emotions like affection (think posts about cute kittens) and emotions like outrage. One study suggests that morally laden emotions are particularly effective: Every moral sentiment in a tweet increases by 20% its chances of being shared.

And plausibly, social media actually tends to increase our feelings of outrage. Acts that would not elicit as much outrage offline elicit more online. This intensification may be due in part to the fact that the social benefits of expressing outrage online, such as increased tribal bonding, still exist and are possibly amplified, while the risks of expressing outrage are lessened — on the internet, it is harder for those you are yelling at to strike back with violence. Moreover, outrage can itself simply feel good.

And since our digital platforms are designed to maximize shares and eyeballs on posts — and outrage does that — it is not surprising that the internet is a great mechanism for producing and encouraging the spread of outrage. As the neuroscientist Molly Crockett puts it, “If moral outrage is like fire, then social media is like gasoline.”

Put together, these points — what we are doing with our shares and what we are not doing — make it difficult to believe that the primary function of our communicative acts of sharing is really either assertion or endorsement, even though that’s what we typically think we are doing.

by Michael Patrick Lynch
"If moral outrage is like fire, then social media is like gasoline."
—Molly Crockett, neuroscientist

We think we are sharing news stories in order to transfer knowledge, but much of the time we aren’t really trying to do that at all — whatever we may consciously think. If we were, we would presumably have read the piece that we’re sharing. But most of us don’t. So what are we doing?

A plausible hypothesis is that the primary function of our practice of sharing content online is to express our emotional attitudes. In particular, when it comes to political news stories, we often share them both to display our outrage — broadcast it — and to induce outrage in others.

If moral outrage is like fire, then social media is like gasoline. Digital platforms are intentionally designed to convey emotional sentiment — because the designers of those platforms know that such sentiment is what increases reshares and ups the amount of attention a particular post gets. And whatever does that makes money.

I am not saying that we don’t endorse and assert facts on social media. Of course we do — just as some of us read what we share. Moreover, it is plausible to take ourselves to be endorsing or asserting that part of a shared post that we typically do read: the headline. Our communicative acts online can do many things at once. But if you want to understand what I’m calling the primary function of a kind of communicative act, you need to look at the reason at the reason that the act continues to be performed. And in the case of sharing online content, that reason is the expression of emotional attitudes — particularly tribal attitudes.

Why? Because expressions of tribal emotional attitudes like outrage are rewarded by the amount of shares and likes they elicit. The expressivist account of online communication is also compatible with the fact that we do form beliefs and convictions as a result of sharing attitudes.

Compare “team-building” exercises. These kinds of exercises (like falling back into your colleague’s waiting arm) are not directly aimed at conveying information or changing your mind. They are aimed at building emotional bonds with your coworkers. But if all goes well, that will have a downstream effect on what you believe. In learning to trust your team members, you will come to believe that this is the team you want to be on.

A similar thing happens during the training of military recruits. Many of the exercises that new soldiers are put through are aimed at building trust and self-confidence. But especially in wartime, they are also aimed at making soldiers hate the enemy. This aim, too, has downstream effects: The soldiers come to believe they are fighting on the right side. Social media is like boot camp for our convictions. It bolsters our confidence, increases trust in our cohort, and makes us loathe the enemy. But in doing so, it also makes us more vulnerable to and feeds the language of evidence to express feelings, not considered opinions.

If everyone in your workplace dislikes something someone said or did, it is difficult not to show a similar reaction. Similarly, if your friends express outrage at a news piece, it can feel awkward not to do so yourself. And independently of that factor, the emotion you choose can help condition how you comment on the post, if you do comment. If you choose the angry emotion, for example, it is extremely unlikely that you will then comment by saying that the piece in question really made you think.

Instead of the “emotion is the expression of strong emotion over reflection,” we will continue to deceive ourselves about the real nature of much of our communication on platforms.

We will continue to contribute, unwittingly or otherwise, to a corrupting of rationality — a platform that is hard put to be gained as we would wish. Yet even if, in the way of thought experiments, this one is idealized, it highlights a crucial point. Just changing the surface appearance of social media is like fighting on the right side.
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If you build it, they will come. If you build it according to their specifications, they will come in droves: Some 6,000 students a day are spinning the turnstiles at the new Student Rec Center across from Gampel. They asked for enough gyms to accommodate both intramural play and random, anytime play. In addition to an enormous basketball court that can host four full-length or eight half-court games, there’s a multi-use gym engineered so the flip of a switch raises and lowers hoops and nets to allow badminton, volleyball, soccer, field hockey, basketball, or whatever merriment a whim desires.

Beyond the court, no waiting was a big ask — and get — in the form of swimming lanes, exercise equipment including lots of ellipticals and free weights, room to climb and keep climbing, places to lay your mat and stretch, skip rope, or train to be the next great Ninja Warrior. Are there discounted alumni memberships? Yes.

On August 26 at 6 a.m., the new Student Rec Center opened
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Badminton before midnight

Students were tired of waiting for intramural teams to finish playing before they could set up badminton courts and so intensely craved their badminton that they would come to the old gym to play in the middle of the night. A separate multiuse gym means intramurals can play on in the massive basketball court while birdies fly next door. Haowen Yang ’23 (ENG), from Wuxi, China, and his friends wasted no time taking advantage.
Two pools means lap swimmers and leisure swimmers, or polo players and movie watchers (yes, there are floating “Jaws” viewings planned), need not squabble. One floor up Titan/Ninja Warrior wannabes take to the turf for exercise that’s anything but ordinary. Jacob’s ladders, monster tires, and monkey bars answer students’ desire to mix it up. Brian Metro ’22 (CLAS) from Londonderry, New Hampshire, tried the arm-over-arm sled pull.
Walk through the tallest collegiate rock wall in New England (56 feet tall) to get to the bouldering features on the flip side. “It’s incredible — there’s something for all levels,” said New Haven’s Elie Azoff-Slifstein ’20 (ENG) — in the green shirt. You want way more machines? How’s 200? “This place is off the charts,” said Ellie Willis ’22 (CLAS), from Storrs, who was flexing her time management skills by simultaneously studying and working out.
Apart from the IRS, is there any government agency as universally dreaded as the Department of Motor Vehicles? In Connecticut, things at the DMV hit a notorious low point in 2015, when the department shut down for a week to install a new computer system, and snafus in the reboot triggered days of six- and seven-hour-long wait times. Such is the challenge facing the department’s new commissioner, former Aetna IT specialist and UConn alum Sibongile Magubane ’76 (CLAS). The DMV’s massive brick headquarters sits amid stately houses in Old Wethersfield, south of Hartford. Magubane, who goes by the resonant nickname of Bongi, greeted me in her office, a large room with walls bereft of decoration. She hadn’t had time, she said — from day one, on April 1, she’d been working nonstop.

I noted that April Fools’ Day might not be the most auspicious date to begin running this state agency, and asked Magubane if she agreed that her new department is the one Connecticut residents spend the most time hating on. “Absolutely,” she said. “And it doesn’t have to be like that. It is due to circumstances that are fixable.”

If anyone can fix it... Magubane knows something about difficult circumstances. She was born in South Africa during the apartheid era. Forget about registering a vehicle, Magubane had no birth certificate — black babies weren’t issued them. She lived in a two-family house in a township outside Durban, with no electricity and 12 family members crowded into three rooms. Her father was a university student active in the anti-apartheid movement. “My grandmother washed laundry for white people,” Magubane recalled, then chuckled. “Rumor has it that she also brewed beer.”

Her family’s destiny swerved unexpectedly when her father, through a connection in the anti-apartheid movement, got offered a scholarship to UCLA. And so in 1964, at age nine, Magubane boarded a plane to the United States. “I left South Africa with my English name, Pelegrine. Africans couldn’t use African names when they went to school, so we were baptized with English names.” When the family landed in the US, they jettisoned the children’s English names. “My father, that was his first act of defiance. So when I landed in America, I was Sibongile. I was in a new country with a new name.”

Her father, the late Bernard Magubane, went on to get a doctorate in sociology and become a beloved professor at UConn. A celebrated scholar and activist, he was best known for his groundbreaking 1979 book, “The Political Economy of Race and Class in South Africa.”

Bongi spent the second half of her childhood in California and then in Connecticut, adjusting to being American, learning English by watching TV sitcoms like “Leave it to Beaver.” Her father encouraged a love of reading. “On Saturdays he would work all morning, come home at exactly 1 p.m., and pile us all in the car for a family day trip.” Bookstores were a frequent destination. “I knew every bookstore between Connecticut and Washington. If he came to my house today, he would see nothing but wall-to-wall books.”

In the fall of 1972, Bongi Magubane enrolled as a 17-year-old freshman at UConn, where she majored in math and formed lifelong friendships. One was with Elease Wright ’76 (ED) who, like Magubane, went on to enjoy a long career at Aetna, where she rose to become chief human resources officer. “My first impression back then of Bongi was that she was very smart and thoughtful,” Wright recalls. “And straightforward. She’s not pretentious, and she always tells you the truth. She doesn’t sugarcoat.”

That trait should serve her well in the administration of a new governor who, when it comes to the DMV, clearly does not want to sugarcoat. Announcing Magubane’s appointment, Lamont called the department, with its 674 employees and $67 million budget, “overly bureaucratic and arduous,” and introduced Magubane as “a sharp, solutions-oriented thinker with a strong business acumen” who would innovate,...
“You’re not going to recognize DMV in four years,” the governor promised.

Do the math

When I asked Magubane what she considered her biggest problem, she answered by citing her own experience as a customer. “A few years ago I came for a registration, and I got here and waited in line, then I showed them my taxes weren’t paid. And I was like, ‘why couldn’t you have just found out my taxes weren’t paid. And then directs you to that place.”

Magubane plans other changes and innovations. “DMV by the numbers,” is how she describes her approach — opens a window on precisely what frustrates people so much about dealing with the agency: information, or the lack of it.

It’s clear that obstacles to better information annoy the commissioner both personally and professionally. In the corporate world she came from, reducing those long lines would be the top priority. “I don’t think we have done that here,” she said.

She illustrated with a story. Since her first day on the job she has vowed not to use the back door to her office but the main door, where she has to cross the wait lines. One morning she approached a man at the end of a long line and learned he was seeking a motorcycle permit. At the counter, Magubane ascertained that he needed to be directed upstairs to a different office to take a test.

“So I say to my agent, ‘Can you give him a number so he can go upstairs?’ He says, ‘No, he has to wait in line.’ I said, ‘But how do you know that the permit test upstairs is backed up?’ He says, ‘I don’t. But the process is to hold him downstairs.’” Magubane went upstairs and discovered that there was no line at all for testing. Motorcycle guy could have gone straight up.

“This is the all-too-typical kind of DMV frustration that Magubane intends to eliminate.” We need to be meeting people at the door and making sure they have the right information — and if they don’t, getting them out of here as quickly as possible. And we can do a better job communicating before they get here, so that we can actually get it right.”

She has launched an initiative, Know Before You Go, to help ensure that people bring exactly what they need, and is setting what she calls “some very aggressive metrics” for first-time success rates. The goal is to be less like a bureaucracy and more like a business.

“We need to be more like the Apple Store where, as you enter, somebody finds out. What are you here to do? And then directs you to the right place.”

Magubane plans other changes and innovations. “DMV by the numbers,” is how she describes her approach — opens a window on precisely what frustrates people so much about dealing with the agency: information, or the lack of it.

That early childhood in South Africa is more than half a century past, and a world away. But ties remain. Her family still owns the house in the Durban township — an uncle lives there — and Magubane showed me photos on her phone of a small hillside structure at the top of an imposingly steep flight of concrete stairs.

“To this day I have a horrible fear of stairs because of these guys right here,” she said, laughing heartily.

While Magubane likes to say that work isn’t everything, and stresses the importance of the work-life balance for DMV employees, it’s clear that she herself is hard-pressed to get away from her job. But she manages to de-stress. She enjoys hanging with her two Shih Tzu-Chihuahua, Leo and George. Going to the occasional happy hour with friends. Sharing online articles and jokes with her younger sister, Zine, a sociology professor at Boston College.

“I still read a lot,” she told me. “I love really trying to understand what makes people tick.”

The challenge of transforming the DMV promises ample opportunity for that. I asked Magubane what she would like Connecticut residents to be saying about the agency four years from now. She thought for a long moment. “I’d like them to say that they had a great experience transacting with their government when they needed it the most. My birthday’s tomorrow, my license is expiring, and the DMV was there to say, ‘Hey, here’s your document. And tomorrow you can get into that truck and drive and do your business.’”

The commissioner sighed. “That’s really what we need to be doing here. Give people the information they need to be successful, and get them out of here so they can get on with the rest of their lives.”
Look:
In one photograph, a crowd of museumgoers marvels at a trio of modern art masterpieces; in another, a swimmer strokes her way through a bubbly blue pool; in a third, a kerchiefed farmer tends her field of golden plants.

Look again:
Those paintings are postage stamps; the pool is the inside of an ice cube; the field is the spiraling, floret- and filament-studded in florescent center of a sunflower — who knew it was so elaborate?

The people are train-set miniatures, perfectly scaled to their Lilliputian landscapes — which is what creator Judy (Hall) Robinson-Cox '71 (SFA) has titled this series. And even though she has assembled and photographed more than 100 of these wee scenes, the majesty of tininess continues to amaze her. “When you take a camera and really magnify something, it's incredible what's there,” she explains. “It really opens up a sense of awe — of what nature itself is, of the world we live in.”

At UConn, Robinson-Cox concentrated on photography and painting, which she studied with the late Anthony Terenzio. “He made me understand abstract art, which I didn’t know how to relate to at first. He opened my eyes.” Her own paintings and collages were primarily abstract still-lifes and landscapes, and her photography was largely experimental, shot with high-contrast film to reduce the images to a gray-free black and white.

She started graduate school here too, working with Clarence R. Calder Jr., an elementary educator and advocate for social justice who studied the impact of shop classes — what we might now call

By Catherine Newman
“When you look closely, the center of a sunflower is actually made up of tiny plants! And there are lots of similarities to the human body, cells, and the universe, the stars. It’s very intriguing...”

something like the pedagogy of engineering — and whose book of found-object projects she was illustrating. After a year, though, she describes being lured away by a “band of leather hippies.” “These weird people had driven up in a bus to hold these leather workshops. And the belts they made were just like my abstract paintings! So I went to live with them in a big old house in Woodstock, New York — like a commune — where we worked for an advertising executive who had quit his job to start this leather craft business.” (“Wow!” I keep saying, and she laughs every time.) Eventually she returned to school, studying graphic design at Philadelphia College of Art, where she met her husband, Tom Robinson-Cox.

The two started working as fine-art photographers and moved to Gloucester, Massachusetts, where they now live and work, creating art of all sizes, which they show and sell at local galleries. Judy’s work includes seaside images of watery reflections, a series of conceptual pieces called “Mindscapes,” and evocative New England collages, among others. But it’s the diminutive series that seems to bring her (and her fans) the most pleasure, and she’s taken to selling the dioramas themselves, in addition to the images of them.

All that small-scale work started with a tiny plastic pig named Percy, whom Robinson-Cox had situated on a bunch of asparagus in order to liven up an image she was creating. Then Percy ended up on a head of broccoli, inside a pepper, and in a cluster of photographs, about which a curator in Boston said, “Why don’t you go all the way with this? Find some little people.” And so she did. (This story is told at greater length with delightful photographs in her Percy book, “Finding Lilliput.”)

“I’m attracted to small things,” Robinson-Cox says. “And I think I’ve never really grown up.” As a child with three brothers, she says she didn’t play with dollhouses but had lots of experience creating little villages for everybody’s train sets. She now has, by her estimation, around 1,000 of the ⅛-inch...
figures. Her work is inspired by the figures themselves, as well as by whatever theme she's working with in the moment. These have included fruits, vegetables, flowers, books, postage stamps, and sushi, among others.

"Every year I get interested in something," she explains. "One year it was ice. I started freezing the little people inside ice cubes. And bubbles! I had a little egg beater and I was furiously churning up the bubbles in my sink, putting them around these tiny penguins. I had to work quickly."

Other scenes require different feats of technological imagination: For a climber in a cavern, "I cut a bell pepper in half, then cut the back off of it. I put a tiny flashlight in the back so it looks like it's glowing." (See page 2 for a photo of this piece.)

A favorite of hers — a trompe l'oeil beach scene — was created with cornmeal, dried beans, and bulgur wheat, with a puddle of olive oil for the water. An image called "Cabbage Sea" was inspired by the wavy ruffled leaves of a savoy cabbage: "It just looked like water. Then I had to figure out how to make boats." (Pea pods, naturally.) "My goal in making the pictures is to make people feel good," she says. "That's really as complicated as it gets."

"But what's the pleasure of tiny for the viewer?" I ask her. I've read articles suggesting that it's a way for us to experience mastery over a miniature environment or that our love of cuteness evolved from the caretaking of babies. Neither of these quite captures the delight of Robinson-Cox's work — of tininess expanding to fill the frame. She's not totally sure either, though she jokes it might be because she's 4-foot-11 herself. But really she thinks it has to do with the scale-shifting that comes with macro photography.

"When you look closely, the center of a sunflower is actually made up of tiny plants! And there are lots of similarities to the human body, cells, and the universe, the stars. It's very intriguing, a mystery." A mystery, yes. And maybe something a little bit like magic.
A New Song

Winning UConn Q8 Casey Cochran ’15 (CLAS)’17 M8 left the game after suffering his thirteenth concussion. Not long ago, a chance encounter with a group of strangers at what was the venerable John’s Café in Mystic set him on a new course. They told him he could learn to play guitar at s.uconn.edu/cochran. After serving as a board director for six years, Christopher P. Mottern (BUS) ’62 (BUS) has appointed interim CEO of Farmer Bros. Co. His 40 years in the food and beverage industry include serving as CEO of Peet’s Coffee & Tea and Cepac Sun, Inc., and as president of The Hobein Wine Group.

Johanna Arbel ’76 (ED) has retired after a long career in pharmacy that began when he hit the road after graduation in a VW Rabbit for a cross-country trip. He ended up in Arizona and stayed there. Initially, he managed Ward’s Pharmacy and developed a variety of nonprescription products. Eventually, he became manager of the Student Health Center Pharmacy at Arizona State University. Later he became a pharmacy receptor, adjunct faculty in the school of nursing, and a biology instructor. He also developed a collaborative smoking cessation practice. He and his wife, Karyn, also a pharmacist, have two grown children.

Richard Mottern became a Life Member of the Carl Lewis Beach Society. Peter Morenus is senior vice president, strategic vendor programs for the Integrated Defense Systems (IDS) division. Jeffrey was a systems architect and led a number of defense electronic systems developments. He specialized in radar systems primarily for surveillance and missile defense applications on land, sea, and air platforms for the U.S. Navy, Army, and Air Force. He has written two technical books and two music-related books.

Marie George ’81 (CAHNR, CLAS) was elected vice president of the medical staff at Southwestern Vermont Medical Center, where she is an infectious disease specialist. Isabel (Monat) Cole ’82 (CLAS) was appointed by Gov. Jay Inslee to Washington’s Board of Industrial Insurance Appeals, the state agency that hears all workers’ compensation claims. Cole spent 22 years as an air traffic controller and, during her last three and a half years, attended law school. After passing the bar, she represented injured workers.

Jeff Denman ’82 MA just retired from 34 years of teaching world geography and U.S. history in the public schools in Brookline, Massachusetts. He recently published a book “Greene and Cornwallis in the Carolinas: The Proctor Battle of the American Revolution, 1780-1781.”

Commercial Finance Division of TIAA Bank.

Casey Cochran ’15 (CLAS) of Coral Gables, Florida, spreads UConn’s fame throughout the state.

Pyramid Award from the New England chapter of the American Medical Writers’ Association in 1994 and an Award in Excellence from the American Dietetic Association Foundation for her work in prenatal nutrition. She covered the high-risk pregnancy unit at Brigham and Women’s Hospital for more than 37 years.

Richard T. Minoff ’79 (CLAS), an associate professor and director of the Undergraduate Business Program at the University of the Sciences in Philadelphia, received the University’s William F. Hummell Award for Teaching Excellence. He is a member of UConn’s Charles Lewis Beach Society.

Carl Labbe ’76 (PHAR) has retired after a long career in pharmacy that began when he hit the road after graduation in a VW Rabbit for a cross-country trip. He ended up in Arizona and stayed there. Initially, he managed Ward’s Pharmacy and developed a variety of nonprescription products. Eventually, he became manager of the Student Health Center Pharmacy at Arizona State University. Later he became a pharmacy receptor, adjunct faculty in the school of nursing, and a biology instructor. He also developed a collaborative smoking cessation practice. He and his wife, Karyn, also a pharmacist, have two grown children.

Miriam Erick ’70 (CLAS), of Boston, updated her manual “Take Two Crackers and Call Me in the Morning! A natural guide for surviving morning sickness.” Erick won the
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and Life Connections,” a book that celebrates the running community of runners, particularly lifelong runners.

**Brian Sprague ’84** (ENG) has been named CFO of Tapestry, Inc., a New York-based house of modern luxury accessories and lifestyle brands. She joined Tapestry from Abercrombie & Fitch and previously held senior finance positions with Kohl’s Inc., Wal-Mart Stores, and Macy’s Department Stores.


**Michael W. Glynn** ’91 (CLAS), a retired vice president of operations and advancement for the Anti-Defamation League. He was appointed editor of The Catholic Transcript, a 175,000-circulation magazine for the Archdiocese of Hartford, which serves Hartford, New Haven, and Litchfield counties.

**Robert H. Bateman Jr.** ’86 (CLAS) was named CFO of Red Hat, where he majored in journalism at UConn, was appointed editor of The Catholic Transcript, a 175,000-circulation magazine for the Archdiocese of Hartford, which serves Hartford, New Haven, and Litchfield counties.

**Thomas Huzar** ’92 (CLAS) joined the Sullivan Law Firm as a partner in its New York City office. Huzar, who advises public and private businesses and high-net-worth individual taxpayers on strategic and operational issues, is the director of给 for the Beck School in Golden Valley, Minnesota. Founded in 1866 and rooted in Episcopal values, Beck is a pre-K to 12 college preparatory day school with more than 1,000 students. Coxe recently published her first collection of poems, “Peggy Sue Messed Up,” and is active in the Minneapolis arts community.

**Karen Avtilable** ’88 (CLAS), who majored in journalism at UConn, was appointed editor of the news magazine of the University of Olin Business School. 
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thinking and problem-solving abilities as they work together. ‘It’s like a perfect compendium of essential 21st-century skills.’

For the 2019 Future City campaign, the 25-member-strong Warwick team had to learn as much as it could about modern energy infrastructure. The students’ research led them to the chief resiliency officer of Toyama, a flood-prone coastal city on Japan’s main island of Honshu. During a Skype session with the class, he explained some of the ways Toyama protects its power grid from natural disasters. The kids then imagined what sorts of carbon-neutral technologies the city might employ 100 years from now.

‘We would all sit down around a table and just throw out ideas and bounce them off each other,’ says Grace Kegel. ‘Seventh-grader Xavier Flax of Warwick’s three presenters in Washington, D.C. ‘I’d be lying if I said that these table talks didn’t often end in small arguments that had to be settled.’

Among the solutions the team came up with were solar roadways, hybrid hydroelectric-magnetic transportation system and embedded power lines. They then built an elaborate 50-by-25-inch model to showcase their ideas. Constructed over the course of hundreds of hours on mornings, afternoons, and weekends throughout the fall, the final product was a thing of beauty. Along with lovingly detailed, snow-capped mountains and flowing cherry trees, the kids incorporated a sophisticated LED display that illustrated the complex power grid they’d designed. The pièce de résistance was a fast-flowing river whose floodwaters, diverted into underground collection tanks.

‘We would talk about the design, draw it, and work on it, cutting, drilling, and soldering,’ says eighth-grader Xavier Flax. Part of the team responsible for designing the model’s moving parts, he loved how the project rewarded creative problem-solving. ‘It was like a puzzle,’ he says, ‘but more hands-on and very fun.’

Smith has seen plenty of models over the years, and he knew his team had done it all by itself with Toyama. After buzzing through the central Pennsylvanian competition feeling hopeful. Still, Smith advised the crew to try to relax and not get ahead of themselves. Against a deep and talented field studented with five past winners, including the defending national champion, there could be no guarantees. Which made it much sweeter when Warwick was called to receive the victor’s trophy.

‘When we won it felt like proof that the future is going to be okay,’ says Grace. ‘We took a city and we made it change the city of our dreams, a place that everyone would love to live in and that could withstand all and any obstacles that it was faced with.’

‘The kids are already meeting on Sundays to plan for next year,’ Smith reports. ‘And we don’t even know what the theme is yet!’ — KEVIN MARKEY

Sarah Thomas Sets Another World Record

We told you about Sarah Thomas ‘04 (CLAS) in our Summer 2018 issue after the former UConn swimmer’s many marathon swims and world records resulted in her induction into the International Marathon Swimming Hall of Fame. She told us then that her next feat would be to attempt an 84-mile, four-way crossing of the English Channel, something that had never been done before. Well, it’s been done now. On September 17, Thomas, a breast cancer survivor, became the first person to swim across the Channel four times without stopping. It took 54 hours. Congrats, Sarah!”

Find more online at s.uconn.edu/swim.
STRESSED? BE STOIC


Pigliucci believes the teachings of ancient Stoic philosophers like Epicurus can help us temper our response to the everyday tensions of life. In “A Handbook for New Stoics: How to Thrive in a World Out of Your Control,” he provides 52 weekly lessons applying the teachings to modern life.

Although he credits stoicism with alleviating the daily stresses of his personal, public, and social life, Pigliucci hasn’t always been a Stoic—or even a philosopher. After getting his doctorate under Carl Schlichting, head of the Ecology and Evolutionary Biology (EEB) Department at UConn, he became an assistant professor in EEB at the University of Tennessee, where he made significant contributions to the field and even won the Theodosius Dobzhansky Prize for outstanding young evolutionary biologist.

Then “I had a midlife crisis of sorts,” he says. “The year I turned 40, I got divorced and my father died. So I started feeling that, professionally, I needed to do something else.” Hence, graduate school for philosophy— which he considers one of the best decisions of his life.

But that’s not what brought him to Stoicism. Twitter did. He saw a “Help us celebrate Stoic Week!” tweet, decided to try it out, and was so impressed that he provides 52 weekly lessons applying the teachings to modern life.

Although he credits stoicism with alleviating the daily stresses of his personal, public, and social life, Pigliucci hasn’t always been a Stoic—or even a philosopher. After getting his doctorate under Carl Schlichting, head of the Ecology and Evolutionary Biology (EEB) Department at UConn, he became an assistant professor in EEB at the University of Tennessee, where he made significant contributions to the field and even won the Theodosius Dobzhansky Prize for outstanding young evolutionary biologist.

Then “I had a midlife crisis of sorts,” he says. “The year I turned 40, I got divorced and my father died. So I started feeling that, professionally, I needed to do something else.” Hence, graduate school for philosophy— which he considers one of the best decisions of his life.

But that’s not what brought him to Stoicism. Twitter did. He saw a “Help us celebrate Stoic Week!” tweet, decided to try it out, and was so impressed that he wrote “How to Be a Stoic” about his experience while on sabbatical in Italy. “There is a northern Italian separatist movement called Lega that’s essentially a xenophobic group of people. It pains me to see Italy in that situation and it pains me even more because some of my own relatives are on board.”

Pigliucci realizes most people accept “Some things are up to us, and some things aren’t.” times, and it wasn’t going anywhere,” he says. “But these are good people, they’re just mistaken, so why would I want to ruin my relationship with them?”

Pigliucci realizes most people accept the first Stoic principle of focusing on the things within our control as opposed to those beyond our control, even if they find it difficult in practice—after all, it shares the basic premise of the famous Serenity Prayer penned by the American theologian Reinhold Niebuhr: “God, Grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change, courage to change the things I can, and wisdom to know the difference.”

Pigliucci also realizes that not everyone will agree with the Stoic idea that a friend or family member posting bigoted ideas is simply a misguided person whom they must bear with magnanimity— and he’s okay with that.

“Stoicism is simply one of a number of options that are available,” Pigliucci says, “and which one clicks with you depends on a number of things, like your predispositions, how you grew up, your culture. It may even depend on your stage in life. I don’t think that Stoicism is the only answer, but it certainly is a good answer.”

Spoken like a true philosopher. And Stoic. —STEVE NEUMANN
1. Until 1985, when Connecticut raised the drinking age to 21, UConn operated an on-campus bar in the Student Union that was a focal point of social activity. What was its name?
   A: The Trumbull Pub  
   B: The Thirsty Husky  
   C: The Anonymous Pub  
   D: The Blue and White Tavern

2. In UConn's history, plenty of bars, coffee houses, and restaurants have sprung up near campus to cater to students. Which of these was not among those establishments?
   A: The Nine-Foot Drop  
   B: Wizard's  
   C: Blood & Bones  
   D: Schmedley's

3. In 1984, author Stephen King visited Storrs, not to terrify students but to campaign on behalf of a presidential candidate. Who was it?
   A: Ronald Reagan  
   B: Gary Hart  
   C: Walter Mondale  
   D: Jesse Jackson

4. During the deadly Hartford circus fire of 1944, a 13-year-old boy cut a slit in the tent canvas, allowing scores of people to escape. UConn rewarded him with what honor?
   A: A scholarship named in his honor  
   B: A plaque near Gulley Hall  
   C: A full undergraduate scholarship for him  
   D: both A and C

After 75 years, the legacy of Hartford's deadly circus fire is still felt at UConn in many ways. Read all about it at uconn.edu/fire.